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1. Introduction. Objectives and main principles of the Management and Monitoring Plan. 

The BEEHIVE Management and Monitoring Plan outlines the mechanisms for efficient and sound 
project management and continuous monitoring and control of project implementation. The Plan 

presents the project organizational structure and specifies the roles and responsibilities of the project 

partners. The BEEHIVE consortium includes 11 partners from seven countries, two Partner Countries 
from the ASEAN region (Indonesia and the Philippines) and five Programme Countries (Bulgaria, 

Greece, Iceland, Italy and Ireland). The consortium consists of nine higher education institutions (HEIs), 

one business and innovation center in Ireland and one business start-up supporting foundation from the 

Philippines. 

    

P1 Bulgaria VUM Visshe Uchilishte po Menidzhmant/ Varna University of 

Management 

P2 Greece UTH Panepistimio Thessalias/ University of Thessaly 

P3 Iceland RU Haskolinn i Reykjavik Ehf/ Reykjavik University 

P4 Italy USGM Universita degli Studi Guglielmo Marconi/ Marconi University 

P5 Ireland WestBIC Innovation & Management Centre Ltd/ WestBIC 

P6 Indonesia UI University of Indonesia 

P7 Indonesia BINUS Universitas Bina Nusantara/ BINUS 

P8 Philippines UC* University of Cebu Inc. 

P9 Philippines Mapua Malayan Colleges Inc./ Mapua Institute of Technology 

P10 Philippines SLU Saint Louis College Inc./ Saint Louis University 

P11 Philippines IdeaSpace IdeaSpace Foundation Inc. 

* UC joined the consortium as of 24th July 2017 following an amendment to the Grant Agreement signed 

between EACEA and VUM on behalf of the project consortium. 

 
The project has duration of 36 months (15th October 2016 – 14th October 2019). The activities in the 

project are organized in 9 Work Packages as follows: 

 

1 Preparation Work Package 
WP1 Laying Down the Foundations of BEEHIVE 

 

5 Development Work Packages 
WP2 Towards the Entrepreneurial University: National Benchmarking Reports 

WP3 Entrepreneurship for All MOOC 

WP4 Setting Up the BEEHIVE Accelerators 

WP5 BEEHIVE Accelerators Piloting 
WP6 BEEHIVE Label 

 

3 supporting Work Packages 
WP7 Quality Assurance and Evaluation 

WP8 Dissemination and Exploitation 

WP9 Project Management 
 

According to the BEEHIVE Code of Conduct the project partners as well as the partner institutions’ 

students involved in BEEHIVE shall follow and apply the following principles and values throughout 

the project life: 
 Integrity 

 Mutual trust and respect 

 Teamwork 
 Solidarity 

 Effective communication 

 Excellence and commitment to quality 

 Conflict resolution 
 Lack of conflict of interests 
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 Compliance with the law and the Erasmus+ CBHE programme’s rules and regulation 

 Competency and professionalism 
 Consistency 

 Transparency and accountability 

 Financial integrity and sound financial management 
 Sustainability and cost efficiency 

 Partners’ participation in the project meetings 

 Students’ involvement 

 Protection of intellectual property 
 Non-discrimination and equal treatment 

 Respect for diversity. 

 
The main documents to be used as reference point in the process of project management and evaluation 

are as follows:  

 The Grant Agreement with all its Annexes 
 The Guidelines for the Use of the Grant 

 The Partnership Agreements and its Annexes 

 Project’s Logical Framework Matrix 

 Project Activity Timeline 
 

The activities in Work Package 9 include management, administration and regular monitoring of the 

project activities; planning, organization and facilitation of project events; elaboration and regular 
update of project evidence files; continuous financial management in line with the approved project 

budget; elaboration of financial and activity summaries at the end of each project year; preparation and 

submission of project interim and final reports towards EACEA. 
 

As a result of the activities in Work Package 9 the following main deliverables will be produced during 

the project lifetime: 

 
1. Seven partner meetings: to discuss project management and administration issues, to monitor the 

progress made according to WPs, to assign tasks to partners in compliance with the project activity 

timeline. 
 

2. Nine project webinars: to discuss project progress, plan upcoming activities and to prepare the 

upcoming partner meetings’ agenda. 

 
3. Various project management related documents incl. Financial Management Progress Review, 

Project Exploitation Plan and Project Sustainability Roadmap as well as Year 1 and Year 2 Progress 

Reports and Final Report Draft to benchmark progress made against the initial activity timeline and to 
report on the project financial management. 

 

5. Progress report and final project report to EACEA: to provide evidence and report on project 
implementation in line with the contractual requirements. 
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2. Distribution of tasks and responsibilities 

The following project management organizational structure was agreed and is applicable in the project: 
 

Project Management Organizational Structure 

 

 
 

VUM is the project coordinating institution and therefore bears the responsibility for ensuring that the 

action is implemented in full compliance with the Grant Agreement. VUM manages, administrates and 

monitors the project activities progress. The project coordinating institution is responsible for reporting 
and supplying all documents and information to EACEA, which may be required under the Grant 

Agreement. The institution is in charge of reporting and evidence provision at consortium level. As sole 

recipient of payments in the framework of the project, VUM ensures that all the appropriate payments 
are made to the project partners without unjustified delay. The institution provides sound financial 

management. As project coordinating institution, VUM shall ensure smooth and good communication 

and coherence among the project partners. Regular formal and informal communication should be 
arranged between VUM and the project partners in the form and formal and informal correspondence 

exchange. For the purposes of project management, the lead organization will hire a Project Manager, a 

Financial Manager and an administrative assistant. 

 
The tasks of the Project Manager include: 

 developing a detailed working schedule 

 overall management of the implementation of the project  
 taking decisions on implementation, in accordance with the work plan 

 coordinating the work of the other members of VUM project team and in the consortium 

 assigning responsibilities to the project partners 
 negotiation and problem solving both within the consortium and in relation to external 

stakeholders 

 reporting to EACEA 

 delegating tasks and responsibilities 
 analysing critical situations, threats and opportunities coming from the external environment 

and likely to affect implementation of the project at any stage 

 planning and managing changes 
 exercising control over budget and communication 

 evaluating the efficiency and success of the project. 
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The Financial Manager assigned: 
 is responsible for overall management of the primary accounting documents  

 is responsible for preparing regular financial reports on project activities 

 is responsible for overseeing the process of spending the grant in view of ensuring that it is being 
spent in accordance with the approved project budget, the Grant Agreement and the legislation 

 prepares - together with the Project Manager - financial and accounting documents related to the 

Project 

 at the end of the project prepares a holistic financial report on project expenditure to be submitted 
to EACEA 

 participates in the evaluation of the project. 

 
The Administrative Assistant is directly accountable towards the Project Manager and in charge of: 

 the day-to-day administrative work under the project 

 setting up the events according to the developed work plan 
 keeping contacts with the members of VUM project team including the experts 

 processing of project documentation 

 keeping up all the documentation. 

 
 

In the process of project management and administration the Project Coordinator is supported by the 

Steering Committee. It consists of four members who were selected at the 2nd partner meeting and 
include VUM and WestBIC from Europe and UI in Indonesia and Mapua in the Philippines. 

 

The Steering Committee works in a transparent manner and meets on a regular basis. The Steering 
Committee assists the Project Coordinator in the distribution of tasks and monitoring of project 

implementation; it provides expertise and knowledge when drawing the annual financial and activity 

summaries and at the time of interim and final project reports’ elaboration. Decision making in the 

Steering Committee is consensus-based. Important decisions will be taken at 7 partner meetings. 
Considering the size of the consortium, routine communication among partners will rely on emailing 

and online video conferencing. To guarantee that all partners are equally involved and committed to the 

project management processes, the partnership applies the principle of SC rotation. The SC 2nd round 
will be elected in the course of Year 2 to manage and coordinate the project until its end. 

 

In terms of project management and administration, the Project Coordinator relies on the strong support 

of the Work Package leaders as well. The Work Package leaders will be in charge of the smooth 
implementation of project activities within the respective Work Packages and will ensure that deadlines 

in the Work Packages are respected and in line with the activities timeline. The leaders will be 

responsible for provision of evidence towards the Project Coordinator and will maintain good 
communication with the project partners involved within the different Work Packages. 

 

The project partners in the consortium undertake to manage and to implement the project on institutional 
level in accordance with the activity timeline and by respecting the budgetary ceilings. The project 

partners are bound by the Grant Agreement to forward to VUM the data needed to draw up the reports, 

financial statements and other documents provided for in the Grant Agreement and its Annexes. The 

partners will inform VUM of any modification of their individual budget and provide the Project 
Coordinator with all the necessary documents in the event of audits, checks or evaluations. 
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3. Activity timeline 
Detailed timeline for each of the project partners are attached to this document in Annex I. 

According to the Application Form and the Logical Framework Matrix the following roles, responsibilities, deliverables and deadlines for completion 

have been identified in the nine Work Packages: 

 

Year 1 Activity timeline 

Activities Total 

duration 

in weeks 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 

Ref. no Title 

1 
Laying down the foundations of 

BEEHIVE 
             

1.1. Task Force Action Plans 1   1=          

1.2. Project Target Groups Database 4  1X 1X 2X         

2. 

Towards the Entrepreneurial 

University: National 

Benchmarking Reports 

             

2.1. Benchmarking Tool Template 2   2=          

2.2. University Respondents Feedback 6    2X 2X 2X       

2.3. 
Workshop Towards the Entrepreneurial 

University 
1        1X     

2.4. 
Towards the Entrepreneurial University: 

National Report Indonesia 
5       1X 1X 1X= 2X=   

2.5. 
Towards the Entrepreneurial University: 

National Report Philippines 
5       1X 1X 1X= 2X=   

3. Entrepreneurship for All MOOC              

3.1. MOOC Platform 2           1= 1= 

7. Quality Assurance and Evaluation  X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= 

7.1. Quality Control Plan 2  1= 1=          

7.2. Feedback Tools Templates 1   1=          

8. 
BEEHIVE Dissemination and 

Exploitation 
 X X X X X X X X X X X X 

8.1. 
Project Dissemination and Exploitation 

Plan 
2  1X 1X          
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8.2. Project Website 4 1= 2= 1=          

8.3. BEEHIVE apps 4       2= 2=     

8.4. BEEHIVE Newsletters (1st Newsletter) 2         2X    

8.5. 
Project Promotional Materials 

(BEEHIVE Brochure) 
1   1=          

8.6. 
Press Conferences (1st Press Conference 

held at P1) 
1   1=          

8.7. Media Publications 4   1=  1X    1X   1X 

9. Project Management  X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= 

9.1. Project Management and Monitoring Plan 2 1=  1=          

9.2. Partnership Agreements 2   1= 1=         

9.3. BEEHIVE Code of Conduct 1   1=          

9.4. Financial Management Progress Review 1        1X     

9.10. SC Online Meetings Minutes 3     1X=   1X=    1X= 

 

Year 2 Activity timeline 

Activities Total 

duration 

in weeks 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 
Ref. no Title 

3. Entrepreneurship for All MOOC              

3.1. MOOC Platform 3 3=            

3.2. 
Workshop Entrepreneurship for All 

MOOC 
1 1=            

3.3. MOOC Supporting Documentation 2  1X= 1X=          

3.4. MOOC Core Components 6    2X= 2X= 2X=       

3.5. Entrepreneurship for All MOOC 6       4X 2X     

4. Setting Up the BEEHIVE Accelerators              

4.1. BEEHIVE Staff Training  3       2= 1X     

4.2. BEEHIVE Cohort-Programme Bylaws 3         1X= 2X=   

4.3. BEEHIVE Accelerator Roadmaps 3           1X 2X 

7. Quality Assurance and Evaluation  X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= 

7.3. Milestones Achievements Reports 1   1x=          
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7.4. Midterm Internal Evaluation Report 2     2=        

8. 
BEEHIVE Dissemination and 

Exploitation 
 X X X X X X X X X X X X 

8.4. 
BEEHIVE Newsletters (2nd and 3rd 

Newsletter) 
4   2X     2X     

8.7. Media Publications 5 1X   1X   1X   1X  1X 

9. Project Management  X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= 

9.5. Year 1 Progress Report 1 1=            

9.6. Project Exploitation Plan 1        1X     

9.10. SC Online Meetings Minutes 3   1X=    1X=     1X= 

 

Year 3 Activity timeline 

Activities Total 

duration 

in weeks 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 

Ref.no Title 

4.4. BEEHIVE Networking Events 1 1X            

5. BEEHIVE Accelerators Piloting              

5.1. 
BEEHIVE Accelerator Business Start-up 

Plans 
5  1X 1X 1X 2X        

5.2. BEEHIVE Accelerator Online Logbooks 12      4X 4X 4X     

5.3. Institutional BEEHIVE Demo Days 1         1X    

5.4. International BEEHIVE Pitch Event 1           1X  

5.5. 
Business Start-Ups Created with 

BEEHIVE Support 
16         4X 4X 4X 4X 

6. BEEHIVE Label              

6.1. 
BEEHIVE Labelization Procedure 

Guidelines 
4  1= 1= 2=         

6.2. BEEHIVE Label Promotional Event 1      1X       

6.3. BEEHIVE Label Awards 6       1X= 1X= 1X= 1X= 1X= 1X= 

7. Quality Assurance and Evaluation  X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= 

7.3. Milestones Achievements Reports 1           1=  

7.5. Quality Control Workshop 1 1=            
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7.6. Final Internal Evaluation Report 2            2= 

7.7. Final External Evaluation Report 4           2= 2= 

8. 
BEEHIVE Dissemination and 

Exploitation 
 X X X X X X X X X X X X 

8.4. 
BEEHIVE Newsletters (4th and 5th 

Newsletter) 
4X   2X      2X    

8.5. 
Project Promotional Materials 

(BEEHIVE Leaflet) 
1X           1X  

8.6. 

Press Conferences (2nd Press Conference 

held at P7 and 3rd Press Conference 
held at P8) 

2X      1X      1X 

8.7. Media Publications 4 1X   1X   1X    1X  

9. Project Management  X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= X= 

9.7. Year 2 Progress Report 1 1=            

9.8. Project Sustainability Roadmap 1      1X       

9.9. Final Report Draft 1           1X  

9.10. SC Online Meetings Minutes 3  1X=    1X=     1X=  
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4. Benchmarks and mechanisms for continuous monitoring and control on implementation 

The BEEHIVE project’s main objective is to build sustainable university-based entrepreneurial ecosystems 

at the PC HEIs involved and to enhance their students’ and graduates’ employability and ability to create 

jobs. In addition, the project aims to support PC HEIs’ transformation into entrepreneurial universities. To 
achieve this, the project partners will complete a series of activities and indicators linked to five project 

specific objectives as follows: 

 
Specific Objective 1: To map out and benchmark the status of Partner Countries higher education 

institutions (PC HEIs) towards an alignment with the entrepreneurial university concept. 

 

WP Activities Type of 

activity 

Milestone 

(Planned 

completion 

date) 

Partners 

responsibl

e for 

embedded 

disseminat

ion 

Indicators 

2 Data collection in Indonesia Research 14-05-2017 PC HEIs in 

ID 

15 questionnaires 

filled in and 
submitted by HEIs 

in Indonesia 

 

2 Data collection in the 
Philippines 

Research 14-05-2017 PC HEIs in 
PH 

15 questionnaires 
filled in and 

submitted by HEIs 

in the Philippines. 

2 Elaboration of Towards the 

Entrepreneurial University 

National Benchmarking 

Report for Indonesia 

Development 

of intellectual 

outputs 

14-08-2017 PC HEIs in 

ID  

1 document of at 

least 20 p. 

2 Elaboration of Towards the 

Entrepreneurial University 

National Benchmarking 
Report for the Philippines 

Development 

of intellectual 

outputs 

14-08-2017 PC HEIs in 

PH  

1 document of at 

least 20 p. 

 

Specific Objective 2: To create and disseminate knowledge in the field of entrepreneurship across the 

campuses of the PC HEIs and to build students’ entrepreneurial skills;  to build consciousness of students 
start-ups’ game changing role in both job creation and students’ personal development. 

WP Activities Type of activity Milestone 

(Planned 

completion 

date) 

Partners 

responsib

le for 

embedde

d 

dissemin

ation 

Indicators 

3 MOOC Platform Dissemination 14-11-2017 PC HEIs 1 platform 

established on 

project website. 

3 MOOC Core Components Development of 

intellectual 

outputs 

14-04-2018 PC HEIs MOOC core 

components incl. 

video materials of 
120 min. total 

duration. 

3 Entrepreneurship for All 

MOOC 

Exploitation 14-06-2018 All 

partners 

At least 1000 

registered MOOC 
learners; at least 

200 Statements of 
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Accomplishment 
awarded to 

learners who have 

successfully 
completed the 

MOOC; at least 

60% level of 

satisfaction 
among MOOC 

learners. 

 
Specific Objective 3: To build sustainable entrepreneurial university ecosystems by establishing and 

embedding start-up accelerator cohort-programme at the PC HEIs. 

WP Activities Type of activity Milestone 

(Planned 

completion 

date) 

Partners 

responsib

le for 

embedde

d 

dissemin

ation 

Indicators 

4 BEEHIVE Accelerators 

setting up and initial 
preparations. 

Exploitation 14-11-2018 PC HEIs 5 accelerators 

established; at 
least 15 PC HEIs 

staff members 

trained; at least 
60% level of 

trainees’ 

satisfaction. 

4 Design of BEEHIVE 
Cohort-Programme and 

PC HEIs Accelerator 

Roadmaps 

Development of 
intellectual 

outputs 

14-10-2018 All 
partners 

1 document of 
approx. 10 p.; 5 

roadmaps adopted 

at institutional 
level, 1 per PC 

HEI. 

 

Specific Objective 4: To improve PC HEIs’ student and graduate employability and to create self-
employment opportunities through streamlined business start-up support in the framework of designated 

seed accelerators. 

WP Activities Type of activity Milestone 

(Planned 

completion 

date) 

Partners 

responsib

le for 

embedde

d 

dissemin

ation 

Indicators 

5 Selection of student 

business start-up plans 

Exploitation 14-03-2019 PC HEIs 8-10 business 

plans selected at 
each of the 5 PC 

HEIs, 40-50 in 

total. 

5 Provision of mentoring 

and support to BEEHIVE 

accelerators students 

Exploitation 14-06-2019 PC HEIs At least 40 online 

logbooks to be 

published on 

project website; at 
least 5 Demo Days 

held, each 
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attended by at 
least 20 external 

stakeholders. 

5 Organization of a large-
scale BEEHIVE pitch 

event 

Dissemination 14-09-2019 PC HEIs 1 large-scale 3-
day event with at 

least 50 student 

participants; at 

least 40 external 
stakeholders to 

attend the final 

one-day pitch 
event. 

5 Student business start-ups 

created 

Exploitation 14-10-2019 All 

partners 

At least 10 start-

ups created with 

BEEHIVE 
support. 

 

Specific Objective 5: To empower PC HEIs to transform gradually into entrepreneurial universities by 
obtaining a specific quality label certifying the excellence and efficiency of their entrepreneurial ecosystems. 

WP Activities Type of activity Milestone 

(Planned 

completion 

date) 

Partners 

responsib

le for 

embedde

d 

dissemin

ation 

Indicators 

6 BEEHIVE Label 

development and design 

Development of 

intellectual 

outputs 

14-02-2019 PC HEIs 1 document of 

approx. 20 p. 

6 BEEHIVE Label awards Exploitation 14-10-2019 All 

partners 

At least 3 

BEEHIVE Labels 

successfully 

awarded to PC 
HEIs. 

 

 

In order to report on project progress and to provide information and evidence allowing continuous 
monitoring and control over the project implementation and budget, the project partners will submit to the 

project coordinating institution on regular basis interim internal reports. Over the three-year project lifetime, 

the partners will submit a total number of five interim reports. The interim reports will be treated as claims 
for financial reimbursement of costs incurred. The Report and Claim Schedule represents Annex VII in the 

10 Partnership Agreements signed between the legal representatives of VUM and the partner institution and 

sets the following deadlines: 
 

Report Period Deadline for submission Deadline for 

coordinator’s feedback 

1 15.10.2016 – 14.08.2017 30.08.2017 30.09.2017 

2 15.08.2017 – 14.02.2018 28.02.2018 31.03.2018 

3 15.02.2018 – 14.08.2018 30.08.2018 30.09.2018 

4 15.08.2018 – 14.02.2019 28.02.2019 31.03.2019 

5 15.02.2019 – 14.10.2019 30.10.2019 15.11.2019 
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Each interim internal report shall consist at least of the following parts: 

1) Partnership Agreement’s Annex VI Internal report and partner claim for payment forms duly filled in for 

the respective period. 
 

2) Staff costs report and claims including duly signed Timesheets and Joint Declarations for all project team 

members who have contributed to the project activities during the respective period. The list of staff costs’ 
supporting documentation to be attached is inexhaustive and may include various documents incl. salary 

slips, agendas, attendance/participant lists, tangible outputs/ products, minutes of meetings, etc. Staff costs 

are to be calculated and reported based on the unit costs principle. 

 
3) Travel costs and costs of stay report and claims including filled out and duly signed Individual Travel 

Reports as well as any other relevant supporting documentation incl. travel tickets, boarding passes, 

invoices, receipts, proof of attendance in meetings and/or events, agendas, tangible outputs/products, 
minutes of meetings, etc. Travel costs and costs of stay are to be calculated and reported based on the unit 

costs principle. 
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5. Rules and procedures for subcontracting and purchase of goods and services 

The procurement of goods and services will be executed in line with the Erasmus+ CBHE programme’s 

tendering procedures as stipulated in the Grant Agreement and the Guidelines for the Use of the Grant. The 

financial reporting of goods and services purchased in the project is based on the principle of actual expenses 
incurred. The actual costs incurred shall be documented and reported in line with the requirements and 

procedures defined in the Guidelines for the Use of the Grant. 

 
Where the value of a contracts awarded is over 25 000.00 EUR and less than 134 000.00 EUR, the project 

partners shall launch a tendering procedure and obtain competitive offers from at least three suppliers. 

Project partners are requested to retain the offer representing best value for money, observing the principles 

of transparency and equal treatment of potential contractors and taking care to avoid conflicts of interests. 
The mechanisms for award of contracts and tendering procedures are detailed in the Guidelines for the Use 

of the Grant and the project partners will follow the instructions and collect the necessary evidence to support 

the procedures’ proper completion. 
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ANNEX I 

 

INTERNAL REPORT ON PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Partner institution: 

Country: 

Period:  

 

Please provide an overview on implementation of the project, by following the instructions below. 

 

Overall achievements 
Please provide a description of the activities carried out for the specific period and describe to what extent, 

the results achieved, are contributing to the project objectives. 

 
 

 

 

Coherence with the workplan and comments on deviations and modifications 
Please write in this section the main changes, if any, which have occurred compared with the original project 

proposal. 

 

 

 

 

Obstacles and shortcomings 
Please describe any obstacles and/or shortcomings experienced during the period covered by the report and 

the measures taken by the project team to address them. 

 

 

 

Dissemination (to be filled out by Partner Countries institutions) 

Please describe what has been done to disseminate the results of the activities carried out to date, both within 

the framework of the project and outside the project. In particular, you should refer to the definition of tasks 
and the dissemination channels used to make the project results available to larger beneficiary groups. If 

there have been any unexpected positive secondary effects from project activities, please describe them in 

this section. 

 

 

 

Quality control and monitoring  

Please describe what monitoring activities have been carried out at your institution, in order to assess 
whether the project proceeds according to the workplan. 

 

 

 

Any other comment 
Please provide in this entry, any relevant information you think might be useful for the assessment of the 

project implementation (i.e. synergies with other projects, any support from external environment, 

networking with professional bodies, etc.). 
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Table of achieved / planned results 

 

  
 

Activities carried out to date to achieve this result: 

WP 

N° 

Activity 

N° 

Activity  

Title 

Start 

date 

End 

date 

Place Description of the activity carried out Specific and measurable 

indicators of achievement 

        

        

        

Activities to be carried out to achieve this outcome during the next period: 

WP 

N° 

Activity 

N° 

Activity  

Title 

Start 

date 

End 

date 

Place Description of the activity to be carried out Specific and measurable 

indicators of progress 

        

        

        

 

Changes that have occurred in this result since the original proposal: 

 

 

Please add as many rows as needed.
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Partner claim for payment 

 
 

Partner organisation  

Country  

Period covered  

 

1. Unit costs in EUR 

Type of expenditure Unit costs declared Payments actually incurred 

Staff Costs   

Travel Costs   

Costs of Stay   

Total costs   

 

2. Actual costs in EUR 

Type of expenditure Costs incurred 

Equipment Costs  

Subcontracting Costs  

Total costs  

 

3. Costs declared by the beneficiary in EUR 

Unit costs  

Actual costs  

Total  

 
 

4. Due payment from the coordinator to the beneficiary 

Due payment linked to unit costs  

Due payment for actual costs  

Total due payment  

 

 
 

 

Name:   

Position:  

Signature: 

Date:  
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ANNEX II 

 

STAFF COSTS: REPORTING DOCUMENTS 
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ANNEX III 

 

TRAVEL COSTS AND COSTS OF STAY: REPORTING DOCUMENTS 
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ANNEX IV 
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